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Abstract

In recent decades, there has been a remarkable shift in the governance of human research ethics in the United States. A model once based on review by panels of local volunteers has given way to a system dominated by large, for-profit research ethics committees. America's reliance on for-profit ethics review is unique among wealthy industrialized countries. How can we account for this anomaly? In this article, I show that for-profit IRBs represent only the most visible aspect of the privatization of human research protections in the United States. I suggest that private institutions have emerged as “workaround” solutions to systemic problems, in the absence of comprehensive policy reforms.
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1 Introduction

About a half-century ago, the United States federal government first published official regulations for the protection of human participants in research studies. These rules were famously based on what medical sociologist Laura Stark calls an “ethics of place,” with judgments delegated to committees of local experts at universities and academic medical centers, which came to be...
known as institutional review boards (IRBs). Elements of this location-based, peer-review model were exported from the United States, shaping research ethics committees in other industrialized countries (see the other contributions in this special issue).

Since the 1990s, however, the models appear to have diverged. Whereas in Western Europe, governments have moved to play a more direct role in running research ethics committees, the United States has gone in its own distinctive direction, with human research review of biomedical studies now dominated by large, for-profit companies known as “independent IRBs” or “commercial IRBs.” By 2016, these were reportedly reviewing around 70 per cent of U.S. clinical trials for drugs and medical devices. So profitable have these firms become that they have attracted the attention of private equity firms, leading to a wave of mergers and acquisitions.

The American reliance on for-profit ethics review is unique among wealthy industrialized countries. How can we account for this anomaly? In this article, I argue that independent IRBs are the most visible dimension of an overall privatization of human research protections, and that privatization is a “workaround” adaptation to changes in the structure of biomedical research, to compensate for the lack of rationalizing policy reforms. The IRB case aligns well with social science literature on America’s unique political, ideological, and institutional barriers to investment in public institutions. As a result of

these obstacles, functions that in other countries are performed directly by
governments are replaced by “an immensely complex tangle of indirect incen-
tives, cross-cutting regulations, overlapping jurisdictions, delegated responsi-
bility, and diffuse accountability.”

I begin this article with a section describing the legal peculiarities of the
American human research protection system, and an historical explanation
of how the framework came to look this way. I then describe the turning point
that occurred in the 1990s – when it became increasingly apparent that the
American system was ill-suited to cope with the new realities of biomedical
research. The section that follows shows how lawmakers’ failure to implement
needed reforms led to the emergence of three privatized workarounds: large
cadres of IRB staff, financed by research institutions and private sponsors; pri-
vate accreditation and certification; and for-profit institutional review boards.
America’s privatized approach ameliorates systemic dysfunctions, but at a
considerable cost, and creates the potential for conflicts of interest.

2 The American System in Brief

Compared to many other national systems, the American legal framework
for governing human research protections stands out as unusual in at least
three respects. First, it is unusually fragmented. In reality, is two systems.
Among academics, the better known of the two has jurisdiction over insti-
tutions that receive federal research funding, and is governed by the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 45, Part 46 (45 CFR 46), often referred to today as
the Common Rule. Compliance with the Common Rule is currently overseen
by the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP), an office within the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), itself the parent organiza-
tion of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). A second set of regulations has
jurisdiction over privately-sponsored research, such as clinical trials financed
by pharmaceutical companies (21 CFR 50, 56). It is overseen by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), an agency also located within the DHHS that
in practice behaves quite autonomously. The two sets of regulations corre-
sponding to the different agencies are similar but not identical. Many IRBs
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manage compliance with both the Common Rule (for federally-funded studies) and FDA regulations (for privately-funded studies).\(^7\)

Secondly, the federal offices in charge of overseeing IRBs are overstretched and underfunded. OHRP “provides clarification and guidance, develops educational programs and materials, maintains regulatory oversight, and provides advice on ethical and regulatory issues in biomedical and behavioral research” for more than 10,000 Common Rule signatories.\(^8\) This office has a mere 21 employees listed on its website, including secretarial staff. Resources for FDA oversight are more abundant, and unlike OHRP, the agency conducts routine inspections of ethics review boards. However, FDA is organized around the goal of consumer safety rather than research ethics; it has no office that is exclusively devoted to human research, instead distributing responsibility for IRB oversight across three separate offices in charge of regulating research with drugs, devices, and biologics, respectively.\(^9\)

Thirdly, the system is characterized by diffuse authority. Neither OHRP nor FDA has the mandate to set ethical precedents or to accept appeals – in other words, to serve as a “Supreme Court of IRBs.” Instead, OHRP and its counterpart offices in FDA are charged with holding research institutions to rules around administrative procedures and paperwork – what characteristics of studies are considered, meetings minutes, and so on.\(^10\) Both OHRP and FDA issue guidance to clarify gray areas in the regulations. Yet clarification is often sparse and inadequate – a phenomenon that seems to stem both from regulators’ lack of resources, and their caution about pushing the boundaries of their limited authority. Regulators do not provide model policies, or even suggested policy templates. What this leads to, in practice, is a wholesale delegation of authority to local institutions and their IRBs – not only to decide on what is ethical, but also to navigate the meaning of regulatory compliance.

---

\(^7\) For an overview, see National Bioethics Advisory Commission (NBAC), Ethical and Policy Issues in Research Involving Human Participants (Bethesda, MD, 2001).


The Birth of the IRB System

The IRB framework’s mix of complexity, fragility, and diffuse authority were born out of the political dynamics present at its founding. In a series of Congressional hearings during the early 1970s, lawmakers heard testimony and debated how to prevent the recurrence of ethical abuses such as those of the infamous Tuskegee syphilis study. One bill introduced by Senator Hubert Humphrey (S. 934) proposed the creation of a powerful National Human Experimentation Board, empowered to pass regulations, set precedents, and “review all planned medical experiments that involve human beings which are funded in whole or in part with Federal funds.” National board members would be “persons of demonstrated knowledge, education, and experience in the field of clinical investigations,” paid federal salaries and appointed by the President.11

Humphrey’s National Human Experimentation Board would have set American human research regulations on a centralizing trajectory, similar to what emerged in European countries decades later. Yet this proposal quickly dropped out of Senate discussions. Subsequent debates focused on a second bill, proposed by Senator Edward Kennedy (S. 2072) that would have set up a permanent national commission with the power to promulgate and enforce regulations, as well as to certify local review boards. Unlike Humphrey’s plan, the Kennedy option would have kept local IRBs in charge of reviewing research ethics. However, it would have provided them with strong leadership and direction: a permanent, expert commission with the authority to set the agenda for institutional review boards across the country, and to serve as a precedent-setting appeals body.12

Although Kennedy’s plan influenced the National Research Act of 1974, it was significantly watered down in the process of political compromise. It established a national commission – but it was only a temporary one, with a purely advisory function. The act also authorized new regulations (45 CFR 46), but these essentially duplicated an existing NIH policy in which internal and

---


extramural researchers were required to submit proposed research for ethics review by a local panel of their colleagues.¹³ Not only did the 1974 regulations delegate the job of ethics review to the same local “institutional peer review committees” that had already been assessing NIH research for years, but it also gave the job of overseeing these committees to the same tiny office within the NIH.¹⁴

Two factors account for the failure to create a more robust framework for overseeing human research ethics in the United States. First, it was opposed by powerful actors: the biomedical research community (which resisted the potential intrusion on professional autonomy); and the NIH (which saw decentralization as a way of protecting itself from legal problems and public controversy).¹⁵ Secondly, there was limited appetite among lawmakers for expanding state capacity in this way – not only in Congress, but also in the Nixon administration, which explicitly sought “to stop the continued federal intrusion into matters that were not properly the concern of the government.”¹⁶

Thus, as it emerged in the mid-1970s, the American regime for regulating human research protections was founded on two bedrock premises: the delegation of decisions to local boards financed by research institutions; and the oversight of these boards by sub-agencies located deep within the federal health bureaucracy.¹⁷ These premises were preserved in subsequent revisions to the regulations, although they also brought important changes. The 1981 update to 45 CFR 46 incorporated recommendations from the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research and other groups; some notable changes included a new requirement that boards include “non-scientist” members, and introduced more intensive procedural and recordkeeping requirements. This update was also accompanied by the first issuance of parallel FDA regulations (21 CFR 50, 56) with jurisdiction over privately-sponsored clinical trials. A decade later, in 1991, a long list of federal

funding agencies signed on to a revised version of the NIH regulations, which became known as the “Common Rule.”

4 Turning Point in the 1990s

For about two decades, the system for regulating human research protections bumped along without major incident. By the mid-1990s, however, an eruption of well-publicized biomedical research scandals was putting pressure on regulators to act. This led to an unprecedented wave of federal enforcement that crested shortly after the beginning of the new century (see Fig. 1). In some egregious cases, regulators suspended research institutions’ federally-funded studies. “Across the country, university administrators and researchers are worried, even panicked, that the same thing could happen at their institutions,” observed the Chronicle of Higher Education in 2000.

---

**Figure 1** OPRR/OhRP Compliance Investigations Opened, 1991–2002.

---

18 United States General Accounting Office, “Scientific Research: Continued Vigilance.”


21 Source: OhRP internal database supplied to fulfill Freedom of Information Act request.
There was a growing sentiment amongst regulators, lawmakers, and advisory bodies that the IRB system was broken. As Connecticut Representative Christopher Shays told a Congressional subcommittee in 1998, “today’s research environment has changed dramatically. Institutional Review Boards have not.” Three of the leading problems were unsustainable IRB workloads; the incapacity of federal regulators; and the mismatch between review and multi-site research.

4.1 Growing IRB Workloads
In the decades since the birth of the original regulations, IRBs’ workloads had become increasingly unmanageable. One reason was simply that there was more research to review, due to increased funding for sponsored biomedical research (see Fig. 2). This increased workload was not accompanied by increased resources: there were strict limitations on the administrative costs that could be charged to federal grants. As a result, IRBs were usually low-budget affairs, run by faculty volunteers with minimal staff assistance. “IRB members are usually physicians, scientists, university professors, and hospital department heads who are not paid for their IRB service,” explained the U.S. General Accounting Office in 1996. “In some cases, the sheer number of studies necessitates that IRBs spend only 1 or 2 minutes of review per study.”

The workload was also enhanced by growing regulatory complexity, which took a growing amount of time and expertise to manage. After 1981, IRBs needed to keep track of two sets of regulations – the NIH and FDA rules – which were similar but contained distinct terminology and definitions. Over time, IRBs were also expected to comprehend a growing list of additional regulatory mandates – such as the privacy provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), conflict of interest, and institutional biosafety – under the jurisdiction of different federal offices.

23 NBAC, Ethical and Policy Issues in Research Involving Human Participants, 4.
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Even within the original NIH rules there was greater complexity. With each subsequent update they became longer, layering new requirements atop the old, and resulting in an intricate, overlapping set of decision criteria, sub-criteria, and exceptions that could baffle even the most motivated faculty volunteer. To take just one example, there were six categories of research that qualified for exemption. One of these categories was research “involving survey or interview procedures” which could be exempt unless subjects could be identified, and such identification could put the subject at risk, and the study dealt with “sensitive topics” such as sexual behavior or drug use – unless the study subjects were “elected or appointed public officials or candidates for public office,” in which case they were exempted unconditionally.

IRB workloads were further amplified by enhanced regulatory expectations, revealed in federal enforcement actions. For decades, it had been common for faculty-run boards to overlook complex regulatory details, focusing their efforts instead on the ethical assessments at the heart of the review process. Since 1981, however, the regulations had contained substantial procedural requirements that were supposed not only to be followed but also meticulously recorded.27 During the regulatory crackdown of the 1990s, a growing number of research institutions were sanctioned for failing to adhere to these technicalities. The mantra of regulators during the crackdown was, “if it wasn’t documented, it didn’t happen.”28 When addressed more fastidiously, these rules absorbed a growing portion of IRBs’ labor and attention, undoubtedly leaving less space for thoughtful ethical discussions.

4.2 Regulatory Incapacity
The regulators overseeing the American IRB system faced multiple constraints. Their role was not to second-guess IRBs’ ethical judgments – they lacked the mandate to serve as a precedent-setting appeals body – but rather to uphold adherence to the various procedures and decision-criteria spelled out in the regulations.29 In a federal audit, an IRB would be required to show comprehensive documentation demonstrating that rules had been followed – for example, to show that for each exemption determination a properly-authorized individual had determined that the study fell into one of the eligible categories.

Moreover, federal offices lacked the resources needed even to fully fulfill this circumscribed mandate. In 1999, fewer than 20 staff members, including

27 Burris and Welsh, “Regulatory Paradox.”
29 Burris and Welsh, “Regulatory Paradox.”
a single full-time investigator, were dedicated to the many thousands of IRBs under the jurisdiction of the NIH rules.\textsuperscript{30} Stretched thin by enforcement actions, regulators were unable to always provide timely clarification of the regulations, which contained numerous ambiguities. “HHS [the Department of Health and Human Services] has not increased OHRP’s budget in proportion to the office’s increased scope of work,” reported the General Accounting Office in 2001, “and the office has not been able to hire the staff it planned to because of the federal hiring freeze.”\textsuperscript{31} As a result, IRBs had been waiting for years for important guidance on matters such as informed consent procedures.\textsuperscript{32}

A key side-effect of such incapacity was that regulators’ signals to research institutions could be sparse, inconsistent, and confusing. In the context of vigorous federal enforcement, IRBs experienced uncomfortable levels of uncertainty: failure to comply could have dire consequences, but what exactly did compliance entail? In the absence of a clear answer from the feds, it became common to engage in “hypercompliance” – that is to say, to go above and beyond the regulations as a buffer against uncertainty.\textsuperscript{33} As former regulator Greg Koski noted in 2002, “a climate of fear [was] often resulting in inappropriately cautious interpretations and practices that have unnecessarily impeded research without enhancing protections for the participants.”\textsuperscript{34} One of the many hypercompliant practices that became widespread during this era was putting low-risk research through time-consuming full board review.\textsuperscript{35} For social and humanities researchers, this involved the subjection of unfunded studies to standard IRB review and the transformation from “exempting” low-risk research into a de facto IRB review process – neither technically required by the regulations.\textsuperscript{36} For investigators, IRB hypercompliance was experienced as a notable increase in red tape and delays. For board members, it was experienced as a ratcheting-up of their already-crushing workloads, as
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they were asked to review more research more carefully, with more supporting documentation and lengthier application forms.\textsuperscript{37}

\subsection*{4.3 Multi-Site Research}
By the mid-1990s, there was a painfully obvious structural discrepancy between a system designed around delegation to local decision-makers, on the one hand, and the new realities of biomedical research, on the other. “The current framework of IRB practices was shaped in the 1970s in an environment where research typically was carried out by a single investigator working under government funding with a small cohort of human subjects in a university teaching hospital,” observed the Health Department’s inspection office. “In recent years, that environment has been changing dramatically.”\textsuperscript{38} By the 1990s, it was standard practice to conduct biomedical research across multiple locations. Because of the way that the system was set up, a study being conducted across seven medical centers was under the jurisdiction of seven separate IRBs, each with its own local precedents and standard operating procedures, and each potentially arriving at different decisions about how to conduct the same study ethically.\textsuperscript{39} The need to reconcile these decisions led to long delays, and created increased administrative work for investigators and IRB members alike.\textsuperscript{40}

\section*{5 From Failed Reform to Private Workarounds}
By the beginning of the twenty-first century, it was clear that the American system for protecting human research subjects was suffering from serious rigidities.\textsuperscript{41} The moment was ripe for comprehensive reform of the sort that was already occurring in other countries. In the United Kingdom, for example, a similarly outdated framework was in the process of being overhauled by the Health Department, and was eventually replaced by a centrally coordinated
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system in which multi-site studies applied through a single nationwide portal.\textsuperscript{42} Other European countries were also moving in this direction.\textsuperscript{43} In the United States, reform would require a major institutional overhaul. Once again, Senator Edward Kennedy took up the challenge – this time by sponsoring the Research Revitalization Act (S. 3060), which aimed at establishing an independent lead agency charged with overseeing the entire IRB structure, as well as promulgating, interpreting, and enforcing new regulations. Kennedy’s bill also called for millions of dollars in new funding, both for the new agency and to improve local IRB function.\textsuperscript{44} However, the bill died at the committee stage, and was never debated on the Senate floor.\textsuperscript{45} Although there is no concrete evidence to account for the bill’s early demise, it seems very likely that it faced the same insurmountable obstacles as had its predecessor back in 1973: opposition from vested biomedical research interests; and opposition from Republicans in both the White House and Congress.

Instead, with the acquiescence and encouragement of federal agencies, privatized adaptations to systemic failures began to emerge and flourish. To tackle the formidable labor of compliance, there was a rapid expansion in local IRBs’ administrative staff, subsidized by research institutions and fees from private sponsors. To compensate for the lack of federal oversight and standards, research institutions and investigators sought licensing from private accreditors and certifiers. Most strikingly, the dilemma of multi-site research was addressed through the use of for-profit IRBs unencumbered by local institutional affiliations.

5.1 **Increased IRB Staffing**
For many years, regulators had recommended that research institutions devote more resources to IRB staffing. Research institutions resisted, pleading poverty and asking that the government defray the added costs by allowing them to be charged directly to federal grants.\textsuperscript{46} By the early 2000s, however – with their resistance eroded by years of alarming federal enforcement – research institutions began to invest large sums of money in IRB offices, “in many cases
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Doubling and tripling their commitments of resources to their human subjects protection programs.\(^ {47} \) By 2007, more than half of respondents to a survey of the IRB world reported that they were working in offices with at least three full-time staff members, with some reporting numbers as high as fifteen or twenty. About half of the respondent had advanced postgraduate degrees.\(^ {48} \) These were no longer secretaries working under the supervision of faculty chairpersons, but rather skilled research administrators, embedded in a chain of command reaching up to the highest level of administration, and with a growing sense of professional identity.

For research institutions, the advantage of investing in staff was that it put regulatory compliance in the hands of people who had time to master complex regulations and evolving guidance, and to follow procedural and documentation requirements to the letter. It simultaneously lightened the workload of faculty volunteers, whose highly-compensated time was better spent attending to their academic obligations. The disadvantage, however, was that it was extremely costly. A 2007 study reported that the median cost to an academic medical center of maintaining an IRB was $781,224, with staff salaries accounting for the biggest line item.\(^ {49} \)

To help defray the expense, and in the absence of greater federal support, it became common for boards at biomedical institutions to charge review fees to commercial sponsors. “Is your IRB charging for reviews yet? If not, you are probably in the minority,” proclaimed a trade journal in 2003.\(^ {50} \) A leading manual for IRB administrators advised that “charging [a] review fee for commercially sponsored research is a common way for an IRB to supplement the operating budget provided by the institution. Sponsors do not object to paying reasonable IRB review fees, and the additional revenue can be used by the IRB to improve the quality and efficiency of its service.”\(^ {51} \) Thus, the professionalization of IRB offices simultaneously fostered their growing dependence on private research sponsors.

\(^ {47} \) Koski, “Beyond Compliance … Is It Too Much to Ask?” 5.
5.2 Accreditation and Certification

To compensate for regulators’ limited ability to oversee and set standards for IRBs, a private accreditation mechanism was established. The Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection Programs (AAHRPP, pronounced “ay-harp”) was founded in 2001, with strong support from regulators, biomedical researchers and academic administrators.\(^\text{52}\)

Accreditation was understood as a way to achieve more intensive supervision without putting additional financial strain on meagerly-resourced federal offices.\(^\text{53}\) The cost to research institutions, however, was substantial. In 2003, initial fees ranged from $7,000 to more than $23,000, depending on the number of reviews conducted annually, and to maintain accreditation, institutions needed to pay a significant annual fee and to renew their status every three to five years.\(^\text{54}\) Moreover, the accreditor’s demands were time-consuming, requiring extensive staff time and attention – for example, ongoing internal audits, tracking logs and performance metrics, and the regular updating and assessment of policies.\(^\text{55}\)

While research institutions were receiving the gold seal of private accreditation, investigators across the country were now expected to acquire private certification demonstrating their competence in human research protections. In 2000, the DHHS Secretary Donna Shalala directed research institutions to provide such training, but the agency failed to provide details on what the training should include or how it should be delivered. In response to this call, the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) online education platform was launched at the end of that same year. Research institutions paid substantial annual fees to the organization, and required that researchers present proof of CITI certification along with their IRB applications. By 2007, more than 600,000 individuals at over 700 institutions had acquired certification.\(^\text{56}\)

---

52 One of AAHRPP’s two leading co-sponsors was the American Association of Medical Colleges – a lobbying organization representing medical school administrators. The second was Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research (PRIM&R). Other founding members included the Consortium of Social Science Associations, the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology, the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, and the National Health Council; see Halpern, “Hybrid Design, Systemic Rigidity.”

53 Ibid.


The NIH subsequently created its own free online certification program. However, in 2018 the NIH course was phased out without explanation, leaving CITI with a de facto monopoly on the provision of human research protections training. The highly profitable certifier was acquired by a private firm specializing in biomedical research support services.57

5.3 For-Profit IRBs

The most powerful actors to emerge in America’s privatized human research protections ecosystem were for-profit independent IRBs. These free-standing committees were not precisely new; they had originally grown out of a sort of loophole in the 1981 FDA regulations. Unlike federally-funded studies, privately-sponsored research occurred mostly in places where there were no local review boards available. Recognizing this incompatibility, the preamble to the 1981 FDA rules recommended that in such cases, the review studies could either be given to an existing board at a research institution or to a board created outside a traditional research institution.58

Independent IRBs grew out of this provision. They were not “institutional,” technically speaking, but adhered to the same regulatory requirements as their traditional counterparts. Independent boards flourished along with the commercialization of biomedical research. By the mid-1990s, commercial investment in biomedical research had significantly surpassed NIH investment (see Fig. 2). Private firms typically outsourced the management of their clinical trials to Contract Research Organizations (CROs), which located sites, negotiated contracts, and monitored studies for data quality. CROs would hire independent IRBs to manage human research protections compliance.59

Starting in the 2000s, the market for independent IRBs’ services increased rapidly. At a time when federal enforcement actions were greatly increasing costs and red tape, independent boards were attractive for at least two reasons. First, they were not encumbered by local institutions. Board members could be selected from a list of providers, based on expertise and availability, rather than on geographical proximity, with all “scientist” members being paid for

57 Biomedical Research Alliance of New York, “BRANY Announces Acquisition of University of Miami’s CITI Program,” BRANY, 13 May 2016.
Because they were institutionally independent, these boards were immune to the malady of discrepant decisions in multi-site research. Indeed, they were extraordinarily adept at providing single review studies that could span dozens of research sites, long the dominant practice in commercial biomedical studies. Independent IRBs thus provided a solution to one of the IRB world’s most intractable problems.

Secondly, independent IRBs were famous for their efficiency – forged by years of operations in the world of private pharmaceutical research, where there was enormous pressure to get drugs and devices approved and to market as soon as possible. Independent boards conducted reviews quickly, offering protocol review times that could be two-thirds shorter than traditional IRBs. They also benefited from economies of scale, which allowed them to maintain large cadres of administrative staff, using expensive “protocol management” software, and assisted by dedicated legal teams. The efficiency of independent

---

**FIGURE 2** Research Financing, Commercial Pharmaceutical (PhRMA) vs. National Institutes of Health, 1980–2004.60

---
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IRBs became particularly attractive to sponsors and investigators during the era of enforcement-fueled hypercompliance, when traditional IRBs were notorious for red tape and delays.

Independent IRB review was expensive – the baseline fee of one of the leading IRBs in 2018 was just shy of $1,900, with additional charges added depending on the number of sites, as well as for continuing review, extra consent documents, and protocol changes. However, traditional boards were also charging commercial sponsors for review (as described above) to help defray the high cost of staffing IRB offices. Given independent boards’ real and perceived advantages, commercial sponsors and their investigators tended to prefer them. Recognizing this preference, academic institutions, seeking to court commercial money, began to allow and even to encourage PIs to have their research reviewed by independent boards, rather than their own local IRBs. According to one industry source, by 2010 about half of academic medical centers were outsourcing industry-sponsored studies almost exclusively to independent boards.

As for-profit review gained prominence within the system, some observers began to worry that the profit motive would lead to the cutting of corners. These concerns were fueled by a 2009 federal sting operation that led to the closing of a small independent board in Colorado, after it approved a fake protocol that was obviously unethical and uncompliant. To alleviate such worries, all the leading independent boards became accredited, thereby signaling to regulators, sponsors, and the public that they were both scrupulously compliant and ethically sound. For a financially successful independent IRB, high accreditation fees and staff working-hours were a reasonable cost of doing business.

Meanwhile, government agencies began to give the green light to independent IRB review of federally-funded studies. Even though for-profit review of federal studies was permitted in theory, it was constrained in practice. Academic institutions worried that OHRP would hold them responsible if an independent board made a mistake, as was suggested by some of the office’s regulatory decisions. Just as important, there were strict limitations on charging IRB expenses to federal grants, which prevented grant funds from being used exclusively to pay independent IRBs’ substantial fees.

65 Rosenberg, “AMCs Vying to Better Compete for Industry Trials.”
Over time, however, federal authorities began to remove these barriers. Regulators were increasingly worried about systemic obstacles to getting studies up and running, and the biggest obstruction by far was divergent local IRB decisions in multi-site studies. “We recognize there can be inappropriate administrative burdens by having multiple reviews,” explained OHRP’s director in 2010, “and that can slow down research.” To solve the liability problem, the office made explicit that if it found deficiencies in outsourced review, it would hold the IRB responsible rather than the research institution.68 In 2016, the NIH began to require “single IRB review” in multi-site studies – a requirement that would be echoed one year later in the updated Common Rule.69

The single IRB requirement was widely interpreted as a boon to the for-profit IRB industry, bound to further augment the market for their services.70 The possibility that the NIH could run its own centralized IRB to review its studies appears not to have been considered.71 There were non-profit single review models available – for example, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, or among academic institutions engaging in “IRB of record” agreements.72 However, for-profit boards – with their enormous cadres of staff, economies of scale, and decades of experience – remained the undisputed masters in handling specialized studies involving multiple sites. Under its single review policy, for the first time the NIH permitted investigators to charge review fees directly to their grants.73 This provision untethered NIH-sponsored researchers from their local boards, and allowed them to act as consumers in a free marketplace of review services – a marketplace dominated by independent IRBs.

68 IRB Advisor.
70 Kaplan, “In Clinical Trials, For-Profit Review Boards Are Taking over for Hospitals.”
71 Decades earlier, according to medical sociologist Sidney Halpern, the NIH successfully lobbied against reviewing its own grant proposals when the system was formed in the 1970s. The two main reasons were that biomedical research leaders were more comfortable with review at the institutional level, and NIH lawyers felt that centralizing review would expose them to lawsuits; see Halpern, “Hybrid Design, Systemic Rigidity,” 91.
72 IRB Advisor, “Preparation, Communication Key to Establishing IRB of Record,” IRB Advisor, 1 April 2018.
6 Conclusion

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has illustrated, perhaps as never before, the importance of balancing two goals: protecting human research participants; and getting life-saving research studies up and running with all due speed. To confront this challenge, distinct national frameworks were mobilized to review the ethics of human vaccine trials. In the United Kingdom, for example, the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine was reviewed and approved by the South Berkshire REC, a board under the authority of the Health Department.74 In the United States, by contrast, COVID-19 vaccine trials were reviewed by WCG, one of the two largest for-profit IRB conglomerates.75

Within the United States, there has been no shortage of critics of for-profit ethics review. For decades, governmental and non-governmental watchdogs and liberal lawmakers have expressed their unease.76 Most recently, a group of Congressional Democrats have requested a Government Accountability Office (GAO) investigation into the industry, concerned that “this private, for-profit model creates an inherent conflict of interest for IRBs, which may incentivize them to approve as many studies as they can as rapidly as possible.”77 A particularly acute worry concerns independent IRBs’ involvement in “pay-to-play” trials, in which patients pay large fees to participate in research studies.78

What is seldom mentioned among the many critics of for-profit IRBs, however, is that independent boards play a critical role in a system of workaround fixes to systemic dysfunctions that the United States has been unwilling to fix

through policy. For-profit IRBs have arguably been instrumental in patching over an expensive, labor-intensive, confusing regulatory system to ensure that clinical trials can be set up and running; thus far, they have done so without a recurrence of the types of research scandals last witnessed in the 1990s. We might ask ourselves whether the “warp-speed” development of COVID-19 vaccines by American companies would have been possible if independent boards had not been available to lubricate the gears of our outdated framework.

At the same time, we in the United States might also ask ourselves whether we can do better. Concerns about the conflict of interest in for-profit review cannot be dismissed, especially with the acquisition and merger of boards by private equity investors. Moreover, no matter how efficient independent boards are at setting clinical trials in motion, the system overall is complex and costly, involving multiple layers of paid private organizations and actors – including administrators, boards, certifiers, accreditors, consulting firms and software vendors. By contrast, in European-style, state-coordinated human research protection systems, the same functions – administration, monitoring, standard-setting, and investigator training – can be largely concentrated in a few government offices rather than delegated to a bevy of private offices. In addition to cost savings, the simplicity of this model makes it more transparent, and its public-sector location lends it greater accountability.

The American political system is famously resistant to invest in public institutions, preferring to outsource functions to subnational, non-governmental, and private entities. Nevertheless, we can imagine some incremental steps toward strengthening American public oversight of human research protections. One obvious place to start would be the review of NIH research. Since 2016, the NIH – by far the largest federal sponsor of biomedical research in the United States – has allowed IRB fees, including those paid to for-profit IRBs, to be charged directly to grants. In effect, this means that taxpayer dollars are being used to pay private companies to manage compliance with federal regulations – a convoluted solution, even by American standards. There is no practical reason why a DHHS office could not efficiently administer a “public option” for multi-site NIH-funded studies, and incentivize the use of that option. The obstacles are not practical but political.